Requirements and safety instructions when renting
our motorboats Uttern, Ryds and Ørnvik.
1.
The responsibility for the boat, crew and equipment is on the boat driver (the captain) alone!
Only the boat driver decides whether the conditions for sailing are safe and sound. Before you
take off, the weather conditions have to be considered.
2.
When using the boat, you may only sail along the shore and add a maximum of 1.5 km. from
the coastline. Only sail in calm weather and in good sight (min. 1.5 km.).
3.
The boat can only be used between sunrise and sunset.
4.
I confirm having received emergency equipment. The lifejackets must be worn before sailing
out.
5.
The boat may only be used with the agreed maximum number of persons.
6.
The boat may only be "parked" at its original pier place in the harbor of Bøjden. The boat may
not be pulled up upon the beach and the like.
7.
I have been informed about the depths of the sea, etc. - including where sailing is prohibited.
The use of charts and emergency rockets have been explained to me.
8.
By my signature, I confirm having received the above described boat and equipment – and
everything is in order. I undertake to pay for repair or renewal, if the boat and/or equipment is
damaged on return.
9.
I understand that the use of the boat is at my own risk and that I am responsible for any
damage caused by me or other participants. At the same time, I declare to be able to drive the
boat in a responsible and secure manner.
10.
You are obliged to help other people in distress at sea. You have to stay in safe distance of
larger ships (ferries, merchant ships, etc.). You are committed to sail slowly in the harbor,
make sure that boat does not cause waves. The boat must be cleaned when returned.
11.
When you sail a boat, the law prescribes the same rules for alcohol etc. as when driving a car.

